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Abstract 
The National Curriculum for Upper Secondary Education in Slovakia (ISCED 3A) is a fundamental document in which are 
included an essence of the math education at Slovak high schools. The one of major topic contained in ISCED 3A is stereometry. 
A majority of mathematics teachers hold in a conviction that the teaching of the stereometrical curriculum is one of the most 
problematic areas for students. Slovak teachers and experts concur to in the conviction that a high level of spatial imagination is 
necessary to solve stereometrical tasks. A common cause of failure is also a thoughtless acceptance schemes and overemphasis 
on formal aspects of the solutions. In consequence of this the teaching has a formal nature. Two possible ways to eliminate this 
undesirable phenomenon is through solutions of non-standard tasks by using special methods, strategies and suitable forms of 
visualization with ICT. Based on the theory of didactical constructivism we analyze in detail the results of students’ pilot tests in 
this paper. The phenomenon of spatial competences deprived a potential formalism is discussed on the solutions of the planar 
sections of cube solids such a new inspirational type of the stereometrical tasks.  We also discuss the results related to various 
aspects of educational process in regard to the implementation of appropriate geometry software Cabri 3D in teaching support.  
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1. Introduction 
Development of spatial imagination remains still insufficiently didactical problem in mathematical education. 
According to actual educational program in Slovakia some geometric knowledge of basic solids should be formed 
during the compulsory education in lower secondary school. Superficial knowledge of stereometry is learned in 
frame of the compulsory education by the choice of mathematics as a profiling subject in upper secondary school as 
indicated in official document The National Curriculum for Upper Secondary Education in Slovakia  - ISCED 3A.  
Slovak experts and teachers of math in this field concur in the conviction that appropriate level of spatial 
imagination can be systematically developed through a solution of selected types of stereometry tasks by using 
special methods, strategies through solutions of non-standard tasks and also suitable forms of visualization with ICT. 
The present paper considers with some specific geometrical problems such cube sections for which the 
corresponding solving process will help students to develop a spatial imagination. We analyze in details the results 
of students’ pilot tests, too. The phenomenon of spatial competences deprived a potential formalism is discussed on 
the solutions of the planar sections of cube solids such a new inspirational type of the stereometrical tasks. We also 
deals with some possibilities using and implementation of the didactical software Cabri 3D in teaching of 
stereometry in a point of view of the development of spatial imagination. 
2. Spatial and geometric imagination via constructivism 
Spatial imagination is one of the most fundamental phenomenon which play a significant role in teaching of 
geometry. This type of the imagination can be characterized in many ways and the researchers diverge in their 
opinions as to its exact definition. A lot of Czech and Slovak experts seems to agree in opinion that the spatial 
imagination is an ability like one kind of intelligence to perceive space, to deduce geometric shapes and figures of 
real objects, to characterize shapes, their properties and relations among their elements, to represent shapes and 
figures graphically in different positions, to work virtually with shapes and figures in mind and finally to solve 
geometric problems of real life (Sarounova, 1988; Hejny, 1990; 2001; 2004; Sedivy et al., 2007). 
Time and again, over the last decades certain experts in theory of math education have concurred in thinking that 
the spatial imagination is very important factor in the successfulness of the students’ solutions of the stereometrical 
tasks. Consensus predominates also in view that students have a relatively underdeveloped spatial imagination 
(Perny et al., 2010; Tomkova, 2013). 
The problem is that the spatial imagination can be underdeveloped due to different reasons.  The main reasons of 
this negative state are insufficient visualization of the space, inappropriate graphical representation of 3D objects and 
formalism in education (Vidermanova, 2005; Pomp & Vaclavikova, 2010). 
The good graphical representation of the 3D objects in the plane must imply from mental images about the solids 
and this idea turns out us to implementation of ICT in teaching geometry (Chavez, Reys & Jones, 2005; 
Vidermanova et al., 2012).  
The aspect of formalism is more complicated factor in geometry teaching, especially in stereometry.  According 
to (Brooks and Brooks, 1993) constructivism is a theory of learning and teaching that has roots in philosophy and 
psychology. Constructivist learning is presented like knowledge construction based on the assumption that learners 
actively create and restructure knowledge in highly individual ways, through experiences. It emphasizes importance 
of knowledge and skills an individual brings to the experience of learning. It also recognizes the construction of new 
understanding as a combination of prior learning, new information, and readiness to learn. Theory of didactic 
constructivism is based on ideas of constructivism which is implemented in math education. Individuality of the 
theory of the didactical constructivism is that a starting point and also necessary prerequisite to understanding of 
abstract knowledge are concrete ideas and models of the mathematical notions. If  in educational process the student 
has not a lot of time to study concrete  models, abstract knowledge is incorporated such a cognizance which is 
isolated and cut off his/her knowledge structure. This process leads to a formal knowledge.  
To diagnosis of the formalism are used conventional diagnostic tools such as tests and exams. The theory of 
didactical constructivism used a term “signal” which is presented such some direction which indicates to student 
how to solve mathematical problem, mostly by analogy. From this point is signaling a suitable tool how to diagnose 
the formalism in mathematical knowledge of the student. It has a simply application in an opposite way of its 
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meaning. This more specific and operative tool is called “anti-signal” (Hejny, Kurina 2001). 
The second remarkable tool how to reveal the formalism is a using unconventional task in students’ tests. We 
illustrate some applications of these tools in the solutions of specific stereometrical tasks by using software support.    
3. Cube buildings a planar section in the teaching of stereometry 
It is a convention that space is studied through properties of solids where the cube plays a basic role. Typical 
constructional problem which solve the students requires finding the planar sections of cube.  
The planar section of the cube buildings are regarded such the unconventional tasks to diagnose the formalism. 
The benefit of this type of the tasks is multilaterally. The visualization of the cube building brings an unusual 
motivation in teaching process, develops the spatial and geometrical imagination, the teacher has a great opportunity 
to use appropriate software. The tasks itself are also nonstandard, but not hard and from this point of view well-
diagnosed the knowledge (Vallo, Duris, Zahorska, 2014). 
The role of anti-signal is based on algorithmic principle of the solution. The ground generates the theorem that 
section plane intersects two parallel planes in two different parallel lines. This result widely used the students in the 
solution of the standard stereometrical tasks.  Reasons to solve the tasks this way – it is a simple construction. A 
simplicity is lost if the cube building are used and it is oriented in left look.  Due to a psychological reason of human 
perception of space images people prefer the cube projection in the right look (Vallo, Rumanova, Duris, 2014).  
Students were asked to draw planar section of cube building at points K, L and M. In Figure 1 one can see the 
correct solution demonstrated in software Cabri 3D.  
 
Fig. 1a-b. The task and its solution demonstrated in software Cabri 3D.   
Solution is obtained by using the theorem mentioned above. In the interactive software Cabri 3D we present the 
lines which intersect the edges of cubes in points. At first the student must understand that the points L, M are lying 
in one plane. The line LM intersects the back face of cube building in point I. The line IK is located in back plane 
which is parallel to the front one. Now can be used the algorithmic principle. The line parallel passing through the 
point M is the line of section. 
Some samples of students´ solutions of the task are in Figure 2 and Figure 3. All samples were obtained by the 
small probe in geometry course at CPU in Nitra. All presented solutions are not correct and none of the students 
solved the task correctly! From the samples is evident that some students have a poor geometrical thinking or low 
spatial imagination. 
 
Fig. 2a-b. The samples of the absolutely incorrect students’ solutions.  
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Fig. 3a-b. The sketches are also samples of the uncorrected students’ solutions, but there is any indication of the idea how to solve this problem. 
In the sketch left is used the theorem about common point of the three planes. 
The students, who have sketched the diagrams in Figure 4, had any idea how to solve the task. They did not 
analyze the problem from the perspective view.  
 
Fig. 4a-b. The samples are not correct solutions, but there is any proposal to a discussion if they had no time to finish the exam or they were 
confused with cube building and they restricted their solution only to separated cubes. 
As we already have mentioned above, the exact solution we have not found among the respondents’ tests. In two 
cases is evident that the students are able to solve the task correctly.  
 
 Fig. 5a-b. The samples are not correct, too. The errors are probably caused by an imprecision of the drawing.  
4. Conclusion 
The main objectives of education in stereometry be coherent and systematic collection of knowledge from the 
given problematic, hence also the development of spatial imagination. The basic algorithm of solutions the 
stereometrical tasks is based on a sequence of key steps that requires the teacher but also the student seeks to obtain 
these habits. Two of major step in this algorithm is mainly concretely solution and geometric construction of tasks, 
but also its view projection.  
In our research, which is systematically devoted to presented problems, it appears that if students have basic 
geometric knowledge so they have no problem with the tasks of the plane section of cubes. Problems arise only 
when we change students the position of the cube or they must construct the plane section of cube building. But if 
these types of problems students have ever solved, then these skills students know use in solution of tasks. 
The situation is more difficult with the projection of solutions to stereometrical tasks. Manipulation with solids, 
included the introduction of key steps in addressing stereometrical tasks, could be replaced with the simulation of 
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concrete solutions and also with using of ICT. Use of interactive geometry software is very important. In the 
traditional approach to teaching stereometry, it is not possible to solve such difficult tasks because the technical 
implementation of their sketch assignment on the blackboard is complicated and has insufficient graphical clarity. 
One of the ways to break down this problem is to re-build a new student´s structure of separate models by working 
with software like Cabri 3D. Implementation of appropriate geometry software Cabri 3D in teaching of stereometry 
is good tool for student at every level of schools.  
In the future, this problem will be a subject for next research.  
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